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About This Game

Glider Island VR is a skill based hang gliding game where your objective is to collect as many hoops as you can within 10
minutes. You must keep airborne b 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Racing, Simulation, Sports
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E6600 or AMD Phenom™ X3 8750 processor or better
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One of my favorite VR games to play. I really like the immersive touch based hang-gliding experience.. My secret VR
addiction. I always begin and end a VR session with a few rounds of Glider Island. The dev has done sterling work creating a
vertigo-inducing thrill ride that keeps the adrenaline pumping, but then it all becomes serene once you get into the flow of flight
and all feelings of vertigo disappear as you soar over some very pretty landscapes. The monthly competition is great fun too and
keeps me interested in the progress on the game.. One of my favorite VR games to play. I really like the immersive touch based
hang-gliding experience.. My secret VR addiction. I always begin and end a VR session with a few rounds of Glider Island. The
dev has done sterling work creating a vertigo-inducing thrill ride that keeps the adrenaline pumping, but then it all becomes
serene once you get into the flow of flight and all feelings of vertigo disappear as you soar over some very pretty landscapes.
The monthly competition is great fun too and keeps me interested in the progress on the game.
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